0. The aim of this paper is to present some results concerning powers of bisemilattices vith generalized absorption laws ( [4] ).
A* algebra Ct* (A,+ f .) of type (2.2) is called a biseailattioe if it satisfies the following conditions ( [8] , [9] )i For a bisemilattice 01 we can define two partial orders on A fl], [10] ):
iff x+y -yj ^ y iff xy = x. The partial drder«: + satisfies the least upper bound condition for finite subsets of A; thq partial orders . satisfies the greatest lower bound condition for finite subsets of A, On a eet with two partial orders whioh satisfy the above conditions we can define a biseailattioe structure.
For a polynomial f over a bisemilattice we define the dual polynomial f as follows: x = x, y = y, x+y = x$ t xy = and the following polynomials are obtained by induction.
As in Let Bsl denote the variety of all bisemilattices, Bsl(a Q ) denote the subvariety of the variety Bsl which is defined by the identity (a n ). Analogously we define the sabvariety B8l(a n ). Let L fl denote the subvariety of the.Variety Bsl whioh is defined by the identities (a Q ) and (a n ) ( [4] we have that for every natural number n, Bsl(a n )U Bsl(a n ) &L n+1 . It is easily cheoked that for the elements a, a' of the bisemilattioe CXdefined in The dual version of this proposition is. also true. Proof. <£= By the*, assumption f Q (a,b) 4 b. Thus U4 Bsl(a n ).
=i> . Suppose that for any a,beA there exists r,s^n+1 suoh that f_(a,b) = f (a,b) and r 4 s. Take a,be A and f * B T,B<Z n+1 satisfying the above assumption. Without loss of generality we can assunw that ?<s. Then f p (a,b) Analogously we prove, the dual version of this proposition.
2. Let = (C,^) be a nonempty chain. It is obvious that (C,« ) ie a bisemilattice. For every natural number n let us consider two bisemilatticôs W" and id' » defined n,oc n j 06 as follows: the underjlyfing set of * is ordered as in n Figure 1 if n is even and as in Figure 3 if n is odd, the underlying set of WZ'n ^ is ordered as in Figure 2 if n is even and as in Figure 4 if n is odd, where is a subbisemilattice of HiCa ^ and 3ïî'n ^ for every n.
n even: Therefore (a n ) holds in ^ but (a Q J does not hold in m n o{r . Thus Zfl Q ^ £ Bsl(a n ) \*Bsl(a n ).
Analogously we prove that TK. ' " eBsl(a_)\ Bsl(aL). n f ii Q 2)(i)• By Lemma 2.2 of [4] we get that Bsl(ân) \ Bsl(an)s. £ Bsl(an+1) \ Bsl(an). Therefore by 1)(i) we obtain 2)(i).
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Analogously we obtain the dual version of 2)(i).
3)(i). Let C«eLn+1\Ln {» LQ+1\ (Bsl(an) nBsl(Sn)).
Then «e(Ln+1\ Bsl(an))U (LQ+1\ Bsl(an) ) £. (Bsl(afl+1 )\Bsl(an) )u U (Bsl(ân+1) \ Bsl(ân)). Therefore by 1)(i) we get oardA ^n+2.
2)(ii). By Lemma 2.1 7Bn ^ e Bsl(ân) \ Bsl(an) (for every positive n). If m is infinite, let us take a chain <£ suoh that cardC » m. Then carda^ ^ * cardC = m. îf m is finite let us take a ohain J? such that cardC = m-n-1. Then oardU^^«» = oardC+n+1 « m.
1)(ii). By Lemma 2.2 of [4]
we have Bsl(ân) \ Bsl(an) q Bsl(afl+.j ) \ Bsl(an)» Then we obtain 1 ) (ii) as a oonsequenoe of 2)(ii).
Analogously we obtain the dual versions of 1)(ii) and 2)(ii).
3)(ii). Lemma 2,2 of [4] implies that Bsl(ân) \ Bsl(an)Q ¿Bsl(ân) \ LnS.Ln+1 \ Ln. Then by 2) (ii) we have 3)(ii).
As a corollary from Lemma 2.1 we have also a stronger form of the inclusions (1). Corollary 3.2.
For every positive n we have the following inclusions 1 c* B^KU (2) Ln Bsl(an) UBsl(Sn) Ç Lfl+1. «" Bsl(aJ
